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ABSTRACT 
There are, by now, many results which guarantee that positive operators on Banach lattices have non- 
trivial closed invariant sublattices. In particular, this is true for every positive compact operator. Apart 
from some results of a general nature, in this paper we present several examples of positive operators on 
Banach lattices which do not have non-trivial closed invariant sublattices. These examples include both 
AM-spaces and Banach lattices with an order continuous norm and which are and are not atomic. In all 
these cases we can ensure that the operators do possess non-trivial closed invariant subspaces. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
After a long history of partial results, examples of operators which do not have 
non-trivial invariant closed subspaces were first produced by Enfto [7] and later 
examples on gl were produced by Read [11,12] and [13]. Following on from 
seminal work by de Pagter [4], Abramovich, Aliprantis and Burkinshaw in about 
1992 commenced a series of papers devoted to the study of the conjecture that every 
positive operator on a Banach lattice of dimension at least two has a non-trivial 
closed invariant subspace. An account of their work may be found in Chapter 10 
of[ l ] .  
There are many positive results to be found there, but as motivation for what 
follows we will restrict ourselves to one of the simplest examples, namely positive 
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compact operators on Banach lattices. If such an operator has strictly positive 
spectral radius then the spectral radius is an eigenvalue and the corresponding 
eigenvector is positive. The linear span of such an eigenvalue is an invariant 
subspace and is a sublattice. If, on the other hand, the spectral radius is zero then 
the operator has a non-trivial closed invariant ideal. So, in particular, every positive 
compact operator on a Banach lattice has a non-trivial invariant closed sublattice. 
This work arose out of the question of whether or not every positive operator on 
a Banach lattice does possess a non-trivial closed invariant sublattice. We had no 
hopes of proving their existence in general, but the examples that we have seem to 
put paid to any positive result that involves only a condition on the Banach lattice 
involved, apart from the obvious finite-dimensional case and the almost rivial case 
when the Banach lattice is non-separable, which we present in Section 2. The bulk 
of the material that we have consists of several examples in Sections 3 and 4. We 
present an example of a positive operator which possesses non-trivial invariant 
closed sublattices, even though it has no positive eigenvector and no non-trivial 
closed invariant ideal. In this case we can actually give a complete description of all 
the non-trivial invariant closed sublattices. After that we present several examples of 
positive operators which possess no non-trivial invariant closed sublattices. Those 
in Section 3 are all atomic whilst those in Section 4 have no atoms at all. Although 
the examples that we present are set in the context of real scalars, they remain valid 
for complex scalars. Finally, in Section 5 we propose some open problems. 
The authors would like to thank Mahesh Nerurkahr for useful discussions 
connected with Examples 4.4 and 4.12 and the referee for suggesting the present 
proof of Proposition 2.1. 
2, SOME "TR IV IA"  
In the theory of invariant subspaces of bounded operators on Banach spaces, there 
are results that are virtually trivial. It is obvious that any bounded linear operator on 
a non-separable Banach space has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace as i fx :~ 0 
then the closed linear span of {Tnx: n = 0, 1,2 . . . .  } is invariant and separable so 
non-trivial. This is still true for invariant sublattices of positive operators, although 
it needs a little more proof. Even the fact that a countably generated sublattice of a 
Banach lattice must be separable does not seem to have been previously recorded. 
Recall that ifA is a subset of a vector lattice X, then AA is the set of all finite infima 
from A and VA is the set of all finite suprema from A. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  X is a Banach lattice then the vector sublattice generated by 
any countable subset is separable. 
Proof. If {fm: n c 1~I} is a countable subset of X, let A be the Q-vector subspace 
generated by that set, which is countable. The set A(VA) is countable and, by 
arguments used in the proof of 2.2.11 of [9], is a Q-vector space and sublattice. 
Its norm closure is an R-vector sublattice of X which certainly contains the vector 
sublattice generated by {fm: n E N}, which is therefore separable. [] 
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Corollary 2.2. I f  X is any Banach lattice, T a positive operator on X and 
{f,: n 6 N} is any countable family in X then the smallest T-invariant vector 
sublattice generated by that family is separable. 
Proof. Let H 1 be the vector sublattice of X generated by {fn: n c N} which, as we 
have just seen, is separable. If Hn is defined and separable, let An be a countable 
dense subset of Hn. Define Hn+l to be the closed vector sublattice of X generated 
by An U TAn, which the preceding proposition guarantees tobe separable. Clearly 
TAn C Hn+l and the facts that positive operators on Banach lattices are continuous 
and that Hn+~ is closed guarantees that T(H~) C Hn+l. The set U~l  Hn is a vector 
sublattice of X which is T-invariant and clearly separable, from which the result is 
immediate. [] 
Corollary 2.3. I f  X is a non-separable Banach lattice and T a positive operator 
on X then T has a non-trivial closed invariant sublattice. 
Proof. Pick any non-zero x 6 X+ then by the preceding corollary the smallest T- 
invariant sublattice containing x is separable, as is its closure which is the smallest 
T-invariant closed sublattice containing x. This is proper as X is non-separable. [] 
We next look at the question of not-necessarily-closed ublattices. Again, in the 
linear case, every linear operator T on a Banach space X has a non-trivial linear 
subspace, not necessarily closed, simply because if we take any non-zero x c X 
then the linear span of the family {Tnx: n = 0, 1,2 . . . .  } is of countable Hamel 
dimension whilst it follows from the Baire category theorem that Banach spaces 
are not of countable Hamel dimension. In fact Schaefer [15] has shown that this 
is true for every linear operator on any infinite-dimensional vector space. Neither 
Schaefer's argument nor that outlined above can be used when dealing with invariant 
sublattices. For example the smallest sublattice generated even by two elements of 
a vector lattice need not have countable Hamel dimension. For instance in C([0, 1]) 
the lattice generated by 1, the constantly one function, and x, defined by x(t) = t, 
consists of all continuous piecewise linear functions on [0, 1]. This contains the 
uncountable linearly independent family {x A )~1: )~ e (0, 1)} (note that x A £1 is 
non-differentiable precisely at £). 
In spite of this, it is possible to show that in any Banach lattice the smallest 
vector sublattice generated by a countable set is proper. Of course an attempt to 
apply this to a sequence x, Tx, TZx . . . .  will fail to produce an invariant sublattice 
in general. Things work out well if T is a lattice homomorphism, and in fact all is 
well simultaneously for a finite family of such operators. 
We extract part of the proof as a separate result. 
Proposition 2.4. I f  K is an infinite compact Hausdorff space, and {fn: n E N} 
a countable family in C(K), then the vector sublattice generated in C(K) by this 
family is a proper sublattice of C ( K ). 
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Proof. Pick a non-isolated point p 6 K. Write each fn = g~ + c, 1 where c~ 6 R, 
gn(P) = 0 and 1 is the constantly one function on K. Let U = {k 6 K: 3n 6 1~ with 
g, (k) -¢ 0}. I f  p ~ U then all the functions gn are zero on the non-empty closed set 
K \ U. The sublattice H consisting of  all functions which are constant on K \ U is 
a proper vector sublattice containing each f , .  
In the case that p 6 U let us form the sum 
OO 
Ig, I 
e = Z ilgnll~2 ~ 
n=l  
(ignoring those gn which are zero - if all are zero then all the f~ are constant and 
the result is trivial) and let J denote the principal ideal in C(K) generated by e. 
This ideal is not the whole of  I = {f ~ C(K):  f (p )  = 0}. To see this, consider the 
function 45  which clearly.lies in I. As U -- {k c K: e(k) > 0}, we see that it is 
possible to find a net u× e U converging to p and with e(u×) --+ O. I f  v/7 c J then 
there would be ~. ~ IR with ~ ~< )~e. Hence e(x/7~y) ~< ~.e(u×) from which it follows 
that e(u×)/> )v -2 > 0 which contradicts e(u×) --+ O. 
Let M denote the linear span in C(K) of 1 and J. We claim that M is a sublattice 
of  C(K). Indeed, if j E J and a 6 1R then consider the function Ij + al l .  Without 
loss of  generality we may suppose that a >~ 0. I f  j (k) >~ -a  then ]j + al l (k)  = 
j (k) + a so that (IJ + a l l  - a l ) (k)  = j(k). If, on the other hand, j (k) < -a  
then Ij + al l (k)  = - j (k )  - a so that (IJ + a l l  - a l ) (k)  = - j (k )  - 2a and hence 
I(IJ +a l l  - al)(k) l  ~< Ij(k)l + 2a ~< 3lj(k)l. Thus IlJ +a l l  - a l l  ~< 3lJl so that 
I J + a 11 - a 1 ~ J and hence IJ + a 11 ~ M. As M f-) I = J :fi I ,  I ~Z M and therefore 
M ~ C(K). As each gn E J, every fn ~ M. Thus M is a proper vector sublattice of  
C(K) containing each f~, so the vector sublattice of  C(K) generated by the fn is 
not the whole of  C(K). [] 
Corol lary 2.5. I f  X is an infinite-dimensional Banach lattice and {fn: n ~ N} a 
countable family in X, then the vector sublattice generated in X by this family is a 
proper sublattice of X. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume that each fn :# 0. Take e = Y~n=l ~ "  The ideal 
generated by e contains each fn and hence the sublattice generated by them. That 
ideal may be identified with some space C(K) so that Proposition 2.4 tells us that 
this sublattice is proper. [] 
Recall that if A is a vector subspace of X then the vector sublattice generated by 
A is equal to A(VA) = V(AA), by 2.2.11 of  [9]. 
Theorem 2.6. IfTk (1 <~ k <<. m) are lattice homomorphisms on a Banach lattice 
X, of dimension greater than l, then there is a non-trivial not-necessarily-closed 
sublattice H of X which is invariant under each Tk and hence under any operator 
in the algebra generated by these Tk. 
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Proof. Write T = ~kml Tk, pick any non-zero x E X+ and form the sum (omitting 
zero terms) 
Tn x 
y-= - -  E X+.  
n=0 2n IITIIn 
Let J denote the principal attice ideal generated in X by y. Note that 
Tn+l  x 
Ty  = 2n [I T [In 
n =0 
Tn+l  x 
=21ITII 2,+illTlln+l 
n=0 
ec Tn x 
= 21ITII ~ 2~IITII~ ~< 2IITIlY, 
n=l  
so the positivity of T makes it clear that J is invariant under T and hence under 
each Tk. If  J -¢ X then our proof is complete. 
As y is a strong order unit for J ,  if J = X then the Kakutani representation 
theorem tells that, as a vector lattice, we may identify X with C(K)  for some 
compact Hausdorff space K. If  K is a finite set then X is finite-dimensional nd 
therefore T has a positive eigenvector xo with the corresponding eigenvalue being 
r (T ) ,  the spectral radius of T, [1, Theorem 8.11]. The linear span of x0 is an 
invariant sublattice of X and is proper as X has dimension greater than 1. 
In the case that K is a infinite set, let gl denote the family of all finite products 
of the operators T~, which is certainly a countable set. Pick any 0 ~ x E X+ and let 
A be the linear span of the set {rex: rr E I-I}. By Proposition 2.4 the vector lattice 
generated by the set {rex: re ~ l-I} is not the whole of C(K) .  We claim that it is 
Tk-invariant for 1 <~ k ~< m. 
n I fa  ~ A then there are reals lyj and rrj c I-I, for 1 ~< j ~< n with a = Y~j=I OljYrjX. 
For each j and k, Tk o rej c I1 so that T~(a) E A. I.e. Tk(A) C A. As each Tk is a 
lattice homomorphism, if a j, a2 . . . . .  an E A then 
Tk(al v a2 V . . .  Van)  = Tk(al)  v Tk(a2) v . - .  V Tk(an) ~ V(Tk(A)) C VA 
so that T~(VA) C VA. Similarly we see that Tk(A(VA)) C A(VA). 
Clearly this sublattice will be invariant under the action of any operator (not 
necessarily positive) in the algebra generated by the T~. [] 
The class of operators for which we can guarantee the existence of a proper 
invariant (non-necessarily-closed) sublattice is quite small, but in some cases at 
least it will contain some familiar operators. For example, in the case of ~p 
(1 ~ p < oc) or co, it will contain all operators which when represented asa matrix 
have all non-zero entries restricted to a band (of arbitrary finite width) containing 
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the main diagonal, which is reminiscent of results in [5] and [8]. Of course, it will 
also contain matrices with non-zero entries restricted to a finite number of columns, 
or sums of these two types etc. 
3. SOME DISCRETE EXAMPLES 
We start with an example to show that in infinite dimensions it is possible for a 
positive operator to have a non-trivial invariant closed sublattice ven when it has 
no positive eigenvector and no non-trivial invariant closed ideal. This shows at 
least that there is a slightly higher chance of finding non-trivial invariant closed 
sublattices than might have been expected. We remind the reader that closed 
sublattices of ~p(Z) (1 ~< p < oo), or of c0(Z) are all defined by a family of 
constraints of the form Xmi = ot ixn i ,  with mi, ni E Z and ot i ~ 0, for some i. In 
the case of c0(Z) this follows from Theorem 3 of [10]. In the £p-case, it follows 
from the fact that a closed sublattice of £p(Z) also has a p-additive norm and is 
atomic. If  all its atoms are also atoms in the original space it is the whole space, 
otherwise the constraint is clear on looking at an atom in the sublattice. 
We precede the example with some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let H be a closed sublattice Of £p(Z) (1 <<, p < c~), or o f  co(Z) with 
the only constraints on its elements being of  the form Xm = xn for  certain m, n E Z. 
Suppose p, q, r, s ~ Z are distinct integers and Xp + Xq = xr + Xs for  all x ~ H then 
one o f  the following holds for  all x E H: 
(1) Xp~Xq~Xr~- -Xs  . 
(2) Xp = Xr and Xq = X s. 
(3) xp ---- Xs and Xq = Xr. 
Proof. Let P :~p(~) ~ ~4 map x to (Xp, Xq, Xr ,  Xs ) ,  which is a lattice homomor- 
phism. P(H)  is a vector sublattice of ]1~ 4 and the only possible constraints on its 
elements are of the form Xm = Xn. 
I f  Xp = Xq then 2Xp = Xr + Xs. This does not define a sublattice of ]l~x 4 SO there 
must be a further constraint. If, for example, Xp = xr then we also have Xp = Xs 
which implies we are in case (1). I fxr  = Xs then 2Xp = 2Xs so that again we are in 
case (1). 
I f  however there is a constraint of the form Xp = xr then it follows that Xq = xs 
so we are in case (2). Case (3) arises in a similar way. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that x E gp(Z) (1 <~ p < cxz), or that x E c0(Z) and that 
there are m, n E Z with m > n such that Xm+k = xn+k for all integers k >>. 0 then 
x- -0 .  
Proof. The sequence of values Xm, Xm+ 1 . . . . .  Xn_ 1 repeats indefinitely. Unless all 
these entries are zero, which is what we assert, this means that x has infinite 
norm! [] 
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that T is defined on gp(Z) (1 <<, p < cx~), or on co(Z) by 
(Tx)k  = xk- l  + xk+l and that H is a closed T- invariant sublattice such that fo r  
some m, n • Z, with m > n say, Xm = Xn and xm+l =Xn+l then H = {0}. 
Proof. Consider the statement that Xm+ j = Xn+ j for all x • H and for 0 ~< j ~< k. 
We know that this holds for k = 1. If we assume that it holds for some particular 
k then (TX)m+k = (TX)n+k SO that Xm+k-I ~-Xm+k+l  = Xn+k l '~-Xn+k+l .  We know 
that Xm+k-I = Xn+k-I SO that Xm+k+l = Xn+k+l. We thus have Xm+k = Xn+k fo r  all 
k • N. This can be similarly proved for negative k, after which we may appeal to 
Lemma3.2. [] 
Example 3.4. Let X = gp(Z) (1 ~< p < cx~) or c0(Z) and T be the operator on X 
defined by Tx  = (Xn-1 + x,,+l ), then 
(1) T has no posit ive eigenvector. 
(2) T has no non-trivial closed invariant ideals. 
(3) The T- invariant closed sublattices o f  X are precisely the sublattices 
Hq = {x • X: Xm =xn i fm +n =2q} 
fo r  either q • Z or q - ½ • Z. 
Proof. Let S(xn) = (x,,+j), so that S is the shift operator. Note that if Sx = ;~x 
then clearly ), -¢ 0 whilst the fact that xn+l = Xx~ shows that (whether I)q ~< 1 or 
I)q /> 1) Ix~l 7 ¢ 0 and hence x ~ X. Thus S has no eigenvalues. Our operator T 
is precisely S + S -1 . I f  Tx  = )~x then STx  = )~Sx so that SZx - )~S + x = 0. I.e. 
x_ v/-Z%-~ ~+v'~T~ and ~2 - Either x is an (S - c~l)(S - ~2)x = 0 where ~1 = 2 2 " 
eigenvector for S (with corresponding eigenvalue ~2) or (S - c~2)x is an eigenvector 
for S (with corresponding eigenvalue being ~1). Either possibility is impossible, so 
that T has no eigenvalues atall, let alone positive ones. 
If J is a non-trivial closed lattice T-invariant ideal in X then there is p • Z such 
that Xp = 0 for all x • J. Let A = {n • Z: x,, = 0 Vx • J}, so that certainly p • A. 
I fn  • A and x • J+ then Tx  • J so that Tx,, =xn-1  +Xn+l =0.  As x~ 1,x~+1 ~> 
0 this forces x~-I = x~+l = 0. This also holds for any x = x + - x • J so that 
n - 1, n + 1 • A. By induction, A = Z so that J = {0} and J is trivial after all. 
Each of the closed sublattices Hp are T-invariant as i fx • Hq, m > n and m +n = 
2q then also (m + 1) + (n - 1) = (m-  1) + (n + 1) = 2q so that 
(Tx)m = x m 1 "~-Xrn+l  7-" Xn+l ~- Xn- I  ~- (Tx)n  
so that Tx  E Hq. 
Now suppose that H is a proper T-invariant closed sublattice of X then there 
are m, n • Z (m :~ n) and ~ > 0 such that Xm = otxn for all x • H (we know from 
the lack of proper closed invariant ideals that we do not need to worry about the 
possibility that c~ = 0). We claim that for all x • H and for all integers k/> 0 we 
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~-',m+k x-'n+k X • have Z.~j=m-k x j  = ~l Z..,j=n-k J" This is clear for k = 0. If we assume that this 
does hold for k then it holds in particular for Tx .  Thus 
m+k m+k 
j =m-k  j =m-k  
m+k- I  m+k+l 
j=m-k - I  j=m-k+l  
m+k 
= Xm-k -  1 -'I-2 ~_~ Xj  nL Xm+k+l 
jmm-k  
= Ol Xn_k_  1 __  Xj  Xn+k+ 1 
j =n-k  
n+k 
= Ot ~ (Tx) j .  
j=n-k  
Subtracting the assumed equality for k gives the required equality for k + 1. 
Assume n < m and that k is large enough that n - k < m - k < n + k < m + k. Set 
Ak = .~ j=m-k  X j ,  Bk = k+l Xj and Ck = ~...,j=n-k Xj SO that Z.-,j=m-k x j  = 
~",n+k 
Ak + B~ and Z..., j=n_kXj = Ak + Ck. Thus Ak + Bk = ot(Ak + Ck). In the case that 
x c ep(Z) (1 ~< p < ~)  for all 0 > 0 there is certainly no such that Ixj I p < 0 for all 
j > no whilst i fx  6 c0(Z) then we can find no such that Ixjl < 0 for all j < no. In 
either case, given ~ > 0 we can choose no such that Ix j[ < ~ for n < no. I fk  is large 
enough then Bk consists of m -- n terms each with modulus at most E. If we take 
small enough then we can ensure that I Bkl is arbitrarily small. Thus Bk --+ 0 (and 
similarly Ck ~ 0) as k ~ oo. Hence Ak(1 - or) =olCk -- Bk --+ 0 as k --+ cx~. If we 
take x 6 H+ then Ak 1" as k -+ ~,  so unless c~ = 1 we have IAk(1 - c~)l increasing 
as well as tending to 0, so that A~ = 0 for all k. In that case x = 0 so that H+ = {0} 
and hence H = {0}. 
Consider the collection Q of all pairs of integers (m, n) such that m > n and Xm = 
x, for all x 6 H. We claim that there is a pair (m, n) c Q with n + 2 ~> m ~> n. There 
is clearly a smallest difference m - n. We suppose that this smallest difference is 
attained at (m, n) and that m - n > 2 and hence that m - 1 > n + 1. From the fact that 
(Tx)m = (Tx)n for all x E H we see that Xm-l + Xm+l = Xn-1 + Xn+l for all x 6 H. 
By Lemma 3.1 we have three possibilities. The first is that Xm-I = Xm+l = X,,-I = 
X,+I which would imply that (m - 1, n + 1) ~ Q contradicting the choice of (m, n). 
In the second case Xm+l = Xn-l  and Xm_ 1 = Xn+ 1 SO that again (m - 1, n + 1) 6 Q 
giving a contradiction. In the final case, Xm-1 = xn- I  and Xm+l = xn+l. Consider 
the claim that Xm+ j .~-Xn+ j for 0 ~< j ~< k, which we know for k = 1. If we assume 
this for k, then as Tx  ~ H,  
(Tx )m+j  = Xm+j+ 1 + Xm+j - I  = Xn+j+ I + Xn+j - I  = (Tx)n+j .  
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As xm+j_  1 = Xn+j_  1 we have Xm+j+[  = Xn+j+l .  This proves our claim for 
k + 1. A similar proof for negative k shows that Xm+k = x,,+k for all integers k. 
Now Lemma 3.2 tells us that x = 0 for all x c H which contradicts the assumption 
that H is proper. 
If we pick a pair (m, n) c Q for which m - n is minimal then there are two cases 
to consider. We look first at the case that m - n = 2. In this case, set q = (m ÷ n) /2  
then we have Xq- l  = xq+l.  We claim that Xq-k = Xq+k for all k c N. Consider the 
statement that for all x ~ H,  Xq_j  = Xq+j for 1 ~< j ~< k. We are starting with this 
statement for k = 1. If we assume this statement for k then using the fact that Tx  
H we see that 
Xq-k - I  ÷ Xq-k+l = (TX)q -k  = (Tx)q+k m Xq+k-1 ÷ Xq+k+l 
as we also have Xq-k+~ = Xq+k-~ we see that Xq k - I  = Xq+k+l,  establishing the 
claim for k + 1. This shows that H c_ Hq in this case. If, on the other hand, m - n = 1 
then Xm+l = Xm and an argument similar to the case for m - n = 2 shows that 
Xm k = Xm+l+k for all x E H, showing that H _c Hm+ ½" 
It remains to show that there are no other constraints on the elements of H. We 
know that all constraints are of the form Xm = xn. We first deal with the case that 
H _ HI+ ½. We have constraints of the form Xq = Xq+l = xn with (without loss 
of generality) n > q + 1. As (Tx)  ~_ H we have (Tx)q  =-Xq- i  +Xq+l  = (Tx)n  = 
x,, j + x,,+j. If n > q + 2 then consider the possibilities given by Lemma 3.1. 
If Xq_~ = Xq+l = xn-1 = xn+l then Xq = Xq+l = x,, = x,~+l so Lemma 3.3 gives 
a contradiction. If Xq I = xn l and Xq+ 1 = Xn+ 1 as well as Xq = xn then again 
Lemma 3.3 gives a contradiction. I f xq_  I = Xn+l and Xq+l = x,_ 1 as well as Xq = xn 
then applying Lemma 3.3, using Xq = Xq+ 1 7-X  n = Xn_l ,  gives a contradiction 
again. If n = q + 2 then we have Xq = Xq+l = Xq+2 for all x c H, and a routine 
inductive argument now shows that x is a constant vector which is impossible unless 
x = 0. Thus H = H+½ in this case. 
In the case that H c_ Hq, let us assume that we have Xq-1 = Xq+l = x,, for all x 
H. Assume first (again without loss of generality) that n > q + 2 then as  (Tx )q+l  = 
(Tx)~ we have Xq + Xq+l = x , - i  + x,,+1 for all x E H. Using Lemma 3.1 we have 
three possibilities, (1) that Xq = Xq+l - -x~- l  = x~+l,  and as Xq+l = x~ we have 
x~ I = Xq+l = xn = x~+l and we obtain a contradiction using Lemma 3.3. In case (2), 
Xq = xn j as well as Xq+l = x,, we can apply Lemma 3.3 again. In case (3) we 
have Xq = x,,+l as well as Xq- i  = x ,  so we can again apply Lemma 3.3. Finally, 
if n = q + 2 then we have Xq- i  = Xq+l = Xq+2 for all x 6 H. The arguments of 
the preceding paragraph ave already eliminated this possibility. We now see that 
H = Hq. [] 
Of course, if we had taken X to be either ~(Z)  or c(Z) then T would have had 
a positive eigenvector, namely any constant sequence. Similarly c0(Z) would be a 
closed invariant ideal. 
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Note that if p e Z then elements of Hq are of the form 
( .  • . ,  X2 ,  X l ,  X0 ,  X l ,  X2 ,  • • .)  
whilst if p - 1 ~ Z then they are of the form 
( .  • . , X2 ,  X l ,  X0 ,  X0 ,  X l ,  X2 ,  • • . ) .  
It is not difficult to see that the intersection of any two of these invariant sublattices 
is {0}. It follows that, for example, the restriction of T to Ho has no invariant closed 
non-trivial sublattice. Ho may be identified with ep (where we index the entries by 
the non-negative integers) and T with the operator 
JXn- l+xn+l  if n>0,  
(Tx)n 
1 2Xl ifn = 0. 
This is almost he more familiar operator S + S*, where S is the unilateral shift. 
We can give a direct self-contained proof of the non-existence of non-trivial closed 
invariant sublattices in that case. 
Example 3.5. Let X = £p (1 <. p < cx 0 or co and T be the operator on X defined 
by 
J xn- l  + xn+l i f  n > O, 
(Tx)n 
I xl lfn =0 
then there is no non-trivial closed T-invariant sublattice o f  X.  
Proof. We start by showing that T does not have a positive eigenvector. Each 
element x e X defines a function f ( z )  oo n = y~.n=oX Z that is analytic on the open 
unit disk in the complex plane. The action of T on X corresponds to the mapping 
taking f to z f (z )  + ( f ( z )  - f (O) ) / z .  I f x  is positive and Tx  = )~x then 2/> )~ ) 0, 
noting that II T II = 2. We have 
z f (z )  + ( f ( z )  - f (O) ) /Z  = ~.f(z) 
so that 
f(O) 
f (z) = z2 _ Xz -t- 1" 
Thus, taking f (0 )= 1, the coefficients of the Taylor expansion about 0 of 
n (z 2 - ;~z + 1) -1 lie in X. If,~ = 2 then this expansion is ~n=0( + 1) zn and the 
coefficients are unbounded so certainly do not lie in X. I f  ~. < 2 then if we define 
0 by cos(0) = ;~/2 and sin(0) = +~/1 - cos(0) 2 and set w = cos(0) + t sin(0) then 
z 2 - ;~z + 1 = (z - w)(z  - ~).  We then see that 
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Z 2 -- ~Z -~- 1 
__,(, ,) 
2sin(O) (z w) (z ~) 
2sin(O) 1 - -~z  1 -Swz 
5/  - -  w Z  - -w  2 sin(0) N - "  " Lone n 
n =0 n=0 / 
oo 
I 
-- 2sin(0) ~ (~n+, _ wn+,)z . 
n=0 
0~2 
1 
- 2sin(0) Z [(cos((n + 1)0)+t  sin((n + 1)01) 
n=0 
- ( cos ( (n  + 1)0) - t  sin((n + l)0)))]z" 
0(3 
_ ' Z2 ,  s in( (n+l)O)  z. 
2 sin(0) ,=0 
so the Taylor coefficients are sin((n + 1)0)/sin(0) which (as 0 -¢ 0) does not 
converge to 0 and hence do not lie in X. This establishes the absence of positive 
eigenvectors. 
Now suppose that H is a closed non-trivial sublattice of  X that is T-invariant. 
First we show that there is no m such that Xm = 0 for all x 6 H. I f  m = 0 then 
(Tx)o = xl = 0 for all x e H so we may suppose that m > 0. I f  there were such an m, 
then take x e H+ and observe that (Tx)m -'- Xm-I q- Xm+l = 0 SO (as x /> 0) Xm-I = 
Xm+l = 0. This must also hold for all x = x + - x -  e H. Proceeding inductively we 
see that Xp = 0 for all non-negative integers p so that H = {0}. Otherwise, i fH  -¢ X, 
there are m, n ~> 0 with m > n and a > 0 such that Xm = ax,  for all x e H. We claim 
that if x e H and xl, x2 . . . . .  Xm are known then x is specified uniquely. Consider 
the statement P(p)  that we can express xk uniquely as a linear combination of  
terms x j,  with 1 ~< j ~< m, for all k ~< p. This is trivially true for p = m. Let us 
assume P(p).  Note that TP+I -mx G H as H is T-invariant and that (T  p+l-m (X))m 
is a linear combination of  xk for k ~< p + 1 with the coefficient of  xp+l being 1. 
S imi la r ly  (T p+I re(x)) n is a linear combination ofxk for k ~< p + n + 1 - m. As 
(TP+l-m(x))m = ~(Tp+l-m(x))n we can solve for Xp+l in terms ofxk for k <~ p 
and hence express Xp+ 1 as a linear combination ofxk for 1 ~< k ~< m. I.e. we have 
proved P(p + 1). It follows that H is finite-dimensional. But now Theorem 8.11 of  
[ 1 ] tells us that T has a positive eigenvector, which we already know to be false. [] 
Note that when p = 2 the operator T is self-adjoint so certainly has a plentiful 
supply of  non-trivial closed invariant subspaces. 
Again, the argument breaks down if we take X = c or X = go  as co is a non- 
trivial invariant closed ideal in that case. This is of  special interest as it follows from 
a theorem of  M.G. Krein [1, Corollary 9.46], which asserts that for any positive 
operator T on a C(K)-space the adjoint T* has a positive eigenvector, from which 
it is immediate that T has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace, namely the kernel 
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of such an eigenvector. Thus it might have been conjectured that positive operators 
on C(K)-spaces had non-trivial closed invariant sublattices. Here is an example to 
show that this is not so. Like our previous example, the next one has many atoms. 
Example 3.6. Let X = c and T be the operator on X defined by 
I xn- l  + Xn+l + XO i f  n > O, 
(Tx)~ ! Xl +x0 tfn =0 
then there is no non-trivial closed T-invariant sublattice o f  X. 
Proof. Suppose, first, that x 6 X+ is an eigenvector of T and that ,~ ~> 0 is the 
corresponding eigenvalue. As in the preceding proof, if we set f ( z )  = ~=oX~Z°° 
then Tx similarly corresponds tothe mapping taking z to z f (z )  + ( f ( z )  - f (O) ) / z  + 
f (0 ) / ( l  - z) so that 
z f (z )  + ( f ( z )  - f (O) ) / z  + f(O)/(1 -- z) ---- ~.f(z), 
from which it follows that 
f ( z )  ---- 
(1 - 2z)f(0) 
(1 - z)(z 2 -  )~z + 1)' 
If )~ > 2 then f has a pole at ()~ - ~ -4 ) /2  < 1 which conflicts with f being 
analytic on the open unit disk. 
Having established that ~. ~< 2 let us revert to the sequence viewpoint. Note that 
we already know that xo = f (0)  :~ 0 else f = 0. From the fact that Tx = )~x we see 
that (Tx)o = Xl + xo = )~xo from which Xl = (£ - 1)xo. From (Tx) l  = x2 + 2xo = 
)~xl = )~(£ - 1)xo we see that X 2 = ()~2 __ ~. __ 2)xo. From (Tx)2  = x3  "-bXl "bx0  = x3  + 
,kxo = ~.x2 = ,L(~. 2- ~ - 2)xo we have x3 = ~.(~2 _ ~. _ 3)xo. As )~ ~< 2, ~2 _ )~ _ 3 < 0 
so that x3 < 0 which contradicts x ~> 0. There are thus no positive eigenvectors 
for T. 
Suppose that H is a T-invariant closed sublattice of X. We first show that there 
is no m such that Xm = 0 for all x c H. If m > 1 and we take any x e H+ then 
(Tx )m = xo 4- Xm- I  -[- Xm+l = 0 SO (by positivity) xo = Xm- I  = Xm+l = 0 for all 
x e H+ and hence for all x c H. Proceeding inductively we see that Xp = 0 for all 
p (the fact that x2 = 0 will give us x0 = Xl = x3 = 0). I f  m = 1 then the fact that 
(Tx)t = 2xo + x2 will give us xo = x2 = 0 for all x ~ H in a similar way. We may 
now revert to the m > 1 case. Finally if m = 0 then (Tx)o = xo + Xl showing that 
Xl = 0 for all x ~ H and again we may revert o a previous case. It is also impossible 
that l imn~ x~ = 0 for all x ~ H as in that case we would have, for each x ~ H+, 
l im (Tx)n = l im (Xn_ 1 Jr Xn+ 1 Jr xo) = x 0 
t l  - -~  O0 rt ----~ O0 
so that x0 -- 0 for all x e H+ and hence for all x ~ H. Again, we have already seen 
that this is impossible. 
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The only possibil ity left, i f  H :~ X is that there are m, n and a > 0 such that 
Xm -- axn for all x E H or that there are m and a > 0 such that Xm : a l imn~ xn. In 
the first of  these cases, the proof that H must be finite-dimensional proceeds exactly 
as in the preceding example and we obtain a contradiction. In the second case, notice 
that there can only be one such constraint as i f  we also have Xp = ~ l imn~Xn for 
all x 6 H then Xm : (o~/~)xp for all x ~ H which we have already established 
is impossible. This means that the constraint hat Xm = ~l imn- -~Xn is the only 
possible restriction on H. 
If m : 0, set b to be the sequence starting a, 0 and then having all its terms 1 
so that b E H. Note that limn--,oo(Tb)n ------ 3 whilst (Tb)l) = ot so that c~ = 3c~ which 
contradicts c~ > 0. I fm > 0 then let am : -  o~, an : 1 for n > m + 1 and with all other 
an = 0. This time, (Ta)m : 0 whilst l imn~(Ta)n  : 3 so that 0 × ot --- 3 which is 
impossible. We have now eliminated all possible constraints which can be possibly 
hold on a proper closed sublattice of  X, so we have to admit that there can be no 
such closed T-invariant sublattice. [] 
Note that this operator is also defined on ~oo where it certainly has an invariant 
closed sublattice by Corol lary 2.3. Of  course, we can see directly that c is such an 
invariant sublattice. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES WITHOUT ATOMS 
Lest the reader go away with the impression that it is the existence of  atoms which 
prevents the existence of  non-trivial closed invariant sublattices, we present further 
examples of  positive operators, with no non-trivial closed invariant sublattices, 
defined on a C(K) -space with no atoms at all and on a non-atomic LP-space. 
In what follows 1 ~ is the unit circle and C(F)  the space of  all continuous real- 
valued functions on ['. We will identify C(F)  and the set {f  c C[0, 27r]: f (0 )  = 
f(27r)}. Let us fix an a from (0, 27r) such that a/Tr is an irrational number. H is a 
hyperplane in C([ ' )  defined in the following way. 
27f 
s, 0 .0 0 / 
0 
Let us recall that a function f c C([ ' )  is called an additive coboundary for 
if  there is a g 6 C([ ' )  such that f (O) = g(O + or) - g(O) for all 0 6 [0, 27r) where 
~- means addition modulo 27r. f is a trivial cocycle for a if for some c c • the 
function f - c is an additive coboundary. Let Ca be the set of  all ot-coboundaries, 
then clearly Ca c H. The next lemma is surely well known but it is difficult to 
provide an exact reference. 
Lemma 4.1. Ca cannot be a set o f  tke second category in H. 
Proof. Let Dag(O) = g(O ~- el) - g(0), 0 c [0, 2:r). Clearly Da is a bounded linear 
operator from H into Ca. We claim that the operator Da :H  --+ Ca is injective 
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and that D,~H = C,~. Indeed, if Dc~g = 0 then g(not) = g(0), n E N, where not = 
(n - Dot Jr ot, n e N. The set {not: n e N} is dense in [0, 270 because ot/rc is an 
irrational number whence g(O) - g(O), 0 E [0, 2~r). Recalling that f~  g(O) dO = 0 
we have g = 0. 
To prove that D,~H = C,~ notice that i fh  6 Ca then there is a g c C(F) such that 
h(O) = g(O 4-ot) -g(O),  0 ~ [0, 2zr). Let ~(0) = g(O) - f2= g(~.)d)~, 0 E [0, 2zr), 
then clearly ~ 6 H and Da~ = h. 
The operator D~ is therefore invertible but the inverse operator D~- l : Ca -+ H is 
n not bounded. Indeed, let /z ,  = Y~d=0 j~, where ~j~(f) = f(jot), f E H. For any 
n E N we can find an fn ~ H such that [If, II = 1 and f,( jot) = 1, j ~ [0 : n] whence 
11#,11/4- = n + 1. On the other hand IlD~lznllc~, = 116o - 3(,+l)~llc* ~< 2 whence 
(D*) -1 is not bounded. 
By the classical Banach theorem, see for example [14, Theorem 2.11], Ca = 
D~ H cannot be of  the second category in H. [] 
Lemma 4.2. There is a subset M of H such that M is of second category in H 
and for any f E M and for any p, q E N such that p < 2q we have 
(1) n n Jot) sup Z f ( jo t ) -  Z f (prc /q  4- =oc. 
nEN[j=O j=0 
Proof. For any m ~ N we define the subset Hm of H in the following way. 
f ~ Hm if f ~ H and there are p, q E N such that p < 2q ~< m and 
sup ~ n Jot) f(Jot) -- Z f(pyr/q 4- <~ m. 
neN j=0 j=0 
Clearly Hm is a closed subset of  H. We claim that Hm is nowhere dense in H. 
Let us fix an f ~/4,,  and a positive scalar s. We proceed with construction of a 
function g E H such that leg [[ ~< e and f + g ~ Hm. To this end let us consider the set 
Qm = { (p, q): p, q E N, p < 2q <, m} and the partition of this set Qm = ~mn(l) U Q(m2) 
where 
{ ] Q(m l )= (p,q) EQm: - f(pTr/q4-jot) <~m 
nEN j=0 j=0 
and Q(m 2) = Q,n \ Q(m 1). Then for any (p, q) E Q(m 2) there is an n = n(p, q) E N such 
that  I Z~(2~ q) f( jot) - -  Z~(P~ q) f (wr /q  4- Jot)l > m. 
Let us fix N E N such that Ne > 2m and N > maX(p ,q)eQ(m2 ) n(p, q). We can find 
g E H such that 
• Ilgll =e;  
• g(jot) =-- e, j=0  . . . . .  N; 
• if (p, q) E Q~) then g(prr/q 4- jot) = O, j = 0 . . . . .  N; 
• if (p, q) E Q~) then g(prr/q 4- jot) = e, j = 0 . . . . .  N. 
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Notice that g is well defined because ot/Tr is irrational and it is easy to see that 
f+g~Hm.  
Finally it remains to notice that if f E M = H \ UmEN Hm then f satisfies (1). [] 
Corollary 4.3. The set M \ Ca is' not empty. 
Proof. Indeed, otherwise M _ Ca in contradiction with Lemma 4.1. [] 
Example 4.4. Let ot E [0, 2rr) be such that ot/rr is an irrational number. Let f E 
M \ Co+, let w = exp(f)  and let T be the positive operator on C(F) defined as 
(Th)(x) = w(x)h(x  4- ot). Then the operator T does not have a non-trivial closed 
invariant sublattice in C(F). 
Proof. We will prove first that T does not have positive eigenvectors. Because 
f2+ f(O)dO = 0 we have (see e.g. [1, Theorem 10.52]), p(T)  = p(T - l )  = 1, where 
p (T) means the spectral radius of  T, so that cr (T) _ F. Therefore, if g is a positive 
eigenvector for T then Tg = g whence g is strictly positive on F and w(x) = 
g(x) /g(x  4- ot), x E [0, 2rr). Therefore f (x )  = ln(g(x)) - ln(g(x 4- ot)), x 6 [0, 2~r), 
in contradiction with our assumption that f ++ C++. 
Assume that X is a non-trivial T-invariant norm-closed sublattice of  C(F). By 
Theorem 3 of[10] there are two distinct points x, y E [0, 2rr) and a real k/> 0 such 
that 
(2) g(y) = kg(x), for any g E X. 
First notice that k > 0. Indeed, otherwise we would have Tng(y) = 0 for all n E N. 
But Tn g(y) = Wn(y)g(y 4- not) where 
WnCY) = wCy)wCy 4 -ot ) . . .w(y  4- (n -- 1)ot). 
Therefore g(y 4- not) = 0, n E N whence g = 0. 
We can assume without loss of  generality that x > y. Note first that the Banach 
lattice X contains a strictly positive function g. Suppose f /> 0 but f ~ 0. Let 
g = ~ cn Tnf  where cn > 0 and the scalars c~ are small enough for the series 
to converge. Then, recalling that the weight w is strictly positive and that ot/rr is 
irrational, g is strictly positive. We now have to consider separately two cases. 
(a) x-y is an irrational number. We know that X contains a strictly positive 
element g. Suppose that h is another positive element from X. We will prove that 
the functions h and g are proportional. Considering, if needed, g + h instead of  h 
we can assume that h is also strictly positive. It follows from (2) that for any n E N 
we have 
w,,(y)g(y 4- not) = ),Wn(X)g(x 4- net) 
and 
Wn(y)h(y 4- not) -= ),Wn(X)h(x 4- not), 
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whence 
g " g ~- not), E N. ~(y + not) = ~(x n 
Recalling that the set {not: n 6 N} is dense in [0, 2rr) we obtain that 
g g 
(3) (y 4- O) = -£(x 4- O), 0 E [0, 2zr). 
x-y  But --y-- is irrational whence the set {n(x - y): n 6 N} is dense in [0, 2rr), and 
therefore (3) implies that the function h ~ is constant on F. 
Because all positive elements of the Banach lattice X are proportional X is 
one-dimensional, in contradiction to the already proved fact that T does not have 
positive eigenvectors. 
-Prr where p, q 6 N and p < 2q. Again, let g be a strictly positive (b) x - y = q 
function from X. Then for any m, n 6 N such that m > n we have 
and 
whence 
Wm(y)g(y 4-mot) =)~Wm(y 4- Pzr)g(y 4- Pgq 4-mot) 
Wm-n(Y)g(Y 4- (m --n)ot) =)'Wm-n(Y + Pzr)g( y 4- p:rrq 
(4) 
Wn (y 4- (m - n)ot) g(y 4- £qrr 4- mot)g(y 4- (m - n)ot) 
4- (m - n)ot) 
. 
Wn(y 4- EqZr 4- (m - n)ot) g(y 4- P 4- (m - n)ot)g(y 4- mot) 
For any fixed n c N the set {(m-n)c~: m c N, m >n} is dense in [0,2rr). 
Therefore (4) implies that 
1 w,,(O) 
(5) c <<" w.(o Jr %r" <~ c, q~ 
for all 0 6 [0, 2rr) and n 6 N, where C = Ilgll2lll/gll 2. 
It remains to notice that (5) is in obvious contradiction with the fact that w = 
exp( f )  and f ¢ M. [] 
Of course, Krein's theorem will again guarantee that T has a non-trivial invariant 
subspace. Note also that Theorem 2.6 shows that, since T is a lattice isomorphism, 
T has a non-trivial invariant sublattice which will not, of course, be closed. 
I f  we take f 6 M M Ca and w = exp(f)  then the corresponding weighted 
rotation operator T will have only a single one-dimensional non-trivial norm-closed 
sublattice, whilst if we take f ~ C~ but such that f(O 4- Jr) = f(O), 0 ~ [0, 2zr), 
then the corresponding operator T will have neither positive eigenvectors nor 
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non-trivial invariant ideals but it will have an invariant norm-closed sublattice 
X = {g E C(F): g(O q-re) = g(0), 0 E [0, 2rr)}. 
We conclude our examples with one to show that it is possible for a purely 
non-atomic Banach lattice with an order continuous norm to support a positive 
operator which has no non-trivial invariant sublattices. It will simplify some of  our 
calculations to work with both real and complex scalars from now on. Again, we 
need some preliminaries before giving the example. As above, we take F to be the 
unit circle. I f  1 ~< p < oc and X is a subspace of LP(F) we define 
M(X)  = {f  E £°°(F):  fX  c_ X}. 
Lemma 4.5. I f  X is a closed sublattice of LP(F), then ,A4(X) is a cr(L °°, LI)  - 
closed subalgebra nd sublattice of L °° (F). 
Proof. Clearly .Ad(X) is a norm-closed subalgebra of  L°C(F) containing the 
constants. Therefore in case when the field of  scalars is R, AA (X) is automatically a 
sublattice of  L ~.  I f  the field of  scalars is C and f E 2td(X) then for any x E X 
we have fx  = f2  E X, where f means the complex conjugate of  f ,  whence 
f E M(x) .  
To prove that M(X)  is cr(L ~,  Lt)-closed let us consider a net fc~ E A/I(X) such 
cr (L°° ,L  I ) 
that f,, > f ,  f E L°°(F). Let g 6 Lq(F) ,  where Lq(F)  is the conjugate to 
Le(F) ,  be such that g(x) = 0 for all x c X. I f  we take any x 6 X and any o~ 
we have f~  f~x~,dO = 0. But x~ e LI(F)  so that f2n fx~,dO = 0 and therefore 
fxEX.  [] 
Lemma 4.6. Let X, Y be norm-closed vector sublattices of  LP(F), 1 <~ p < oo, 
such that Y c_ X and y&l = LP(F), where ycld is the band generated by Y in LP(F). 
Then .M(Y) c_ A.4(X). 
Proof. Because Y is a separable L p space there is a y 6 Y+ such that {y}ad = yda = 
Ln(F). Let f E M(Y)  and x E X+. Let z = x + y and 1, J be the principal ideals 
in X, respectively in Y, generated by z, respectively by y. By Kakutani's theorem 
we can assume without loss of  generality that I is a uniformly closed sublattice of  
C(Q), where Q is the hyperstonean compact of  L~(F) ,  and that z is represented 
by the function 1. Let us notice that if g E L~(F)  then g! c I if and only if for 
any two points p, q E Q such that u(p) = u(q), u E I we have g(p) = g(q). Let 
us fix n E N and let Qn = cl{t E Q: 1 < y(t) < n}. Because 1 has the projection 
property we have zn = XQnZ E I. | f t l ,  t2 E Qn and u(tt) = u(t2) for all u E I then 
v(tl) = v(t2) for all v E J and because y(ta) = y(t2) # 0 we have f ( t l )  = f(t2) 
(recall that f E A//(Y)). Therefore fZn E X. But [Iz - zn ]l ~ 0 so that f z  E X and 
n--+OO 
therefore f x = f z - f y E X. [] 
Lemma 4.7. Let T x ( O ) = w ( O ) x ( O q-a) he a weighted rotation operator on LP(F), 
1 <~ p < oo, where w E L¢~ is invertible and o~/rr is an irrational number. I fX  be 
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a norm-closed T-invariant vector sublattice of L p (I') then .A4 (X) is a a (L °~, L 1 )_ 
closed, rotation invariant subalgebra nd a sublattice of L ~. 
Proofi By Lemma 4.5 we only have to prove that .M(X) is rotation invariant. Write 
T,~x(O) = x(O q- or), so that T = wTet. Notice that X c_ T -1X and that because T is 
a lattice isomorphism T- Ix  is a closed vector sublattice of LP(F). Notice also 
Oo Tnx that if x ~ X+, x ¢ 0 than z = ~n=o ~ e X and {z} dd = LP(F). Therefore 
by Lemma 4.6 .M(X) _c A/I(T-1X). Let f E .A4(X) and x E X; then TfT - lx  E X. 
Note that T-ix(O) = w-l(O q- (-ol))x(O Jr ( -a ) ) ,  so that 
T fT - lx (O)  = w(O) f (O ~- or)w-' (0 ~- ( -a )  ~-ot)x(O d- (-or) q-t~) 
= w(O)f(O q-ot)w -1 (O)x(O) 
= f(O q- u)x(O) 
so that T~f ~ Ad(X). As .M(X) is an algebra, T~f  ~ M(X)  for all n E N. It 
remains to notice that the set na, for n 6 N, is dense in F and that the mapping 
fl w-~ T~ f : F --> ( L °% a ( L °% L l ) ) is continuous. [] 
Lemma 4.8. Consider L°C(F) over the field of complex numbers C. Let A/[ be a 
a ( L ~, L l )-closed subalgebra of L e~. Assume additionally that M is closed under 
complex conjugation and that A4 is rotation invariant. Then there is a non-negative 
integer number m such that A4 coincides with the closed linear span of the set 
{etmnO: n E Z} in (L ~, a(L ~, LI)) .  
Proof. Let f 6 X and Cn are the complex Fourier coefficients of f then the Cesflro 
means 
an(O)= L cj(1 n+l]~] )etj° 
j=--t l  
converge to f in (L ~, a(L °°, LJ)), by Theorem 6.1.1 in [6]. Notice that for any 
fl ~ [0, 2rQ 
Tt3f= lim T~an ina(L~,L  I) 
n--~oo 
and that 
T~an(O)= L c J (  1 n+llJl ) e'j~eff°" 
j=-n 
For any j c Z we have 
2rf 27c o,(1 
0 0 k=-n 
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=2rr (1  n+llJ[ )edO 
and note that the integral certainly lies in 3//. We now have 
27r 27r 
f e 'JflTfl f dfl = n-+c,~ f e 'JfiT/sandfl = 2yrcje 'jO, 
o o 
so that if cj • 0 (for any f • M)  then the function 0 ~-~ e zjO lies in 3,4. It 
follows immediately that M is the closed linear span in (L °c, ~(L ~°, Ll)) of the 
set {ein°: n • Z, e inO • M}.  
I f  M consists only of the constant functions, the result is obvious. Otherwise, 
there is an n • Z, n :~ 0 such that e 'n° • M.  Because AA is closed under complex 
conjugation e ,no • M.  Let m = GCF{n • N: e 'n° • 3,4}. Recalling that M is an 
algebra we see, using the Euclidean algorithm, that e zmO • .A4 whence the statement 
of the lemma follows. [] 
Lemma 4.9. Let X be a closed non-trivial T-invariant sublattice o f  LP(F'), 
1 <~ p < oo. Then either dim(M(2()) = 1 or there is an m • N such that m > 1 
and T27r/m f = f for  all f • M(X) .  
Proof. In case when L p (F) and X are considered over the field of complex numbers 
C the statement follows directly from Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8. I f  the field of scalars is 
then we obtain the result applying these lemmas to the standard complexifications 
ofLP(F)  andX. [] 
Corollary 4.10. Let X be a closed non-trivial T-invariant sublattice o f  LP(F) 
where 1 <~ p < ~.  Then either dim(X) = 1 or there are a measurable function 
)~ • L°(F) and a positive integer m such that x(O 4- 2zr /m)  = K(O)x (O) for all x • X 
and 0 • [0, 270. 
Proof. For each j • N, let xj be a positive element in X such that their linear 
combinations are dense in X. Let 
oc Tn xj 
Z---- Z Z 2J+nl[Tnxjll" 
j eNn=0 
Let 1 be the principal ideal generated in X by z. Then clearly T I  c_ 1 and the 
center of 1, Z(1), coincides with AA(X). By Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 there are three 
possibilities. 
(1) dim(M(X)) = 1 whence dim(I) = 1 and hence dim(X) = 1. 
(2) Z(1) = L~(F)  whence X = LP(F) in contradiction with the assumption of the 
corollary. 
(3) There is an m c N, m > 1, such that T2~/mf = f for all f c Z( I ) .  
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From now on we have to deal only with case (3). Let x 6 X be such that 0 ~< x ~< z. 
Because I is Dedekind complete there is an h c Z(I)  such that x = hz. Therefore 
T2zr/mX = T2rr/mh T2zr/mZ = h T2zr/mZ whence 
z(O 4- 2re~m) 
x(O ~- 2re~m) -- x(O). 
z(O) 
The function ~.(0)= z(OSr2zr/m)z(O) is measurable because {z} de = LP(F). Now the 
statement of  the corollary follows from the fact that I is dense in X. [] 
Next we need a result from [2]. 
Theorem 4.11 [2, Theorem 1]. Let v be an integrable, real analytic function on 
the open interval (0, 1), which is not a trigonometric polynomial. Then the set U, of 
all irrationals for which v is a trivial cocycle, is of the first category. 
The notational difference between our setting (on the interval [0, 2re]) and that in 
[2] is obvious unimportant. Now we are ready to provide an example of  a bounded 
positive linear operator on LP(F), 1 ~< p < cx~, without non-trivial closed invariant 
sublattices. 
Example 4.12. Let v be a real analytic function from L~(F)  which is not a 
trigonometric polynomial. Let w = exp(v). There is a subset V of the second 
category in [0, 23r) such that for any ~ ~ V the number ~ is irrational and the 
operator T = w T~ has no non-trivial closed invariantsublattices in L p, 1 <. p < co. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.11 there is a set V of  irrationals (modulo 2zr) such that V is 
of  second category in [0, 2zr) and for any o~ 6 V none of the functions v, v2, v3 . . . . .  
where vm(O) = v(O 4- 2zr ~)  - v(O), is a trivial cocycle for or. 
Let us fix an ot c V, let T = wT~ and let X be a non-trivial closed T-invariant 
sublattice of  L p (I'). By Corollary 4.10 there are two possibilities. 
(1) dim(X) = 1. Then v is a trivial cocycle in contradiction with our choice of  or. 
(2) There are a measurable function X ~ L°(F) and a positive integer m such that 
x(O 4- 2re~m) = ~(O)x(O) for all x ~ X and all 0 ~ [0, 2rr). Because X is T-invariant 
we also have Tx(O 4- 2rr/m) = )~(O)Tx(O). Thus we have 
w(O + 2zr /m)x(O ~- 27r / m ~- or) = )~(O)w(O )x(O q- or), 
x(O + 2rr/m + ~) = )~(0 q-ot)x(O q-or) 
so that 
w(O 4 2zr/m) )~(0) 
w(O) ~(0 + ~) 
so that 
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Vm(O ) = v(O 4 27r /m) - v(O) 
= log(w(0 4- 27r/m)) - log(w(0)) 
= log()v(O)) - log()v(0 4- o~)) 
showing that V m is a coboundary and hence a trivial cocycle contradicting the choice 
ofoe. [] 
Note that instead of LP(F) we could have considered any symmetric ideal in 
L°(F) with order continuous norm and obtained a similar result. 
Note that in Example 4.12 our ot is chosen from a set in F of second category. 
The Liouville numbers form a set of first category in F so that we can also ensure 
that o~ is not a Liouville number. It follows from [3] that our operator T will have 
a closed non-trivial invariant subspace ven though it does not have a closed non- 
trivial invariant sublattice. 
Finally, we note that there is an important difference between ~p and L p here. In 
L p we have examples of lattice isomorphisms without non-trivial closed invariant 
sublattices but we cannot have such an example in gP. Indeed, such an operator 
would be a weighted composition and the composition should be transitive so that 
such an operator would be similar to a weighted shift on gp (Z). I f  T(xn) = (oenxn+l) 
is such an operator then it actually has a family of non-trivial closed invariant ideals 
Jm = {x: Xk = 0 for all k ) m} for each m E X. 
5. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
We saw above that quite a large class of positive operators have non-trivial invariant 
(not-necessarily-closed) sublattices. However, that family is far from being all 
positive operators. 
Question 5.1. Is it true that any positive operator on a Banach lattice X has a non- 
trivial invariant (not-necessarily-closed) vector sublattice? 
By working in a principal ideal containing a sequence x, Tx, T2x . . . .  where x 
X+, we can reduce the problem to the case that X = C(K)  and by Corollary 2,3 we 
may assume that K is a compact metric space. 
Our examples eem to leave little room for even a reasonable conjecture as to a 
class of Banach lattices on which non-trivial invariant closed sublattices will exist 
for all positive operators. We therefore pose the following question. 
Question 5.2. Is there an infinite-dimensional separable Banach lattice X such that 
every positive operator T on X has a non-trivial invariant closed sublattice? 
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